We develop the study of primitives of human motion, which we refer to as movemes. The idea is to understand human motion by decomposing it into a sequence of elementary building blocks that belong to a known alphabet of dynamical systems. How can we construct an alphabet of movemes from human data? In this paper we address this issue by introducing the notion of well-posednes. Using examples from human drawing data, we show that the well-posedness notion can be applied in practice so to establish if sets of actions, viewed as signals in time, can define movemes.
Introduction
Building systems that can detect and recognize human actions and activities is an important goal of modern engineering. Applications range from human-machine interfaces to security to entertainment.
A fundamental problem in detecting and recognizing human action is one of representation. As explained in [4] , our point of view is that human activity should be decomposed into building blocks which belong to an "alphabet" of elementary actions. We refer to these primitives of motion as movemes. We thus aim to build an alphabet of movemes which one can compose to represent and describe human motion similar to the way phonemes are used in speech. The word "moveme" intended as primitive of motion was invented by [2] . They studied periodic or stereotypical motions such as walking or running where the motion is always the same and therefore their movemes, like the phonemes, were repeatable segments of trajectory. [5] studied motions that were parametrized by an initial condition and a target. They proposed that movemes ought to be parametrized by goal and style parameters. Their moveme models are phenomenological and non-causal.
What is the alphabet of movemes? Which are the dynamical models that we should use to represent them? Where do movemes come from in practice? When human actions can define movemes according to a dynamical model class ¢ ? To answer these questions we use system identification tools [6, 7] , we recall the formal definition of moveme already given in [4] , and we introduce the classification problem as a standard problem of pattern recognition [1, 8] . In [4] and [3] some classification results have been presented as instrumental for the segmentation problem. However the assumption that the actions considered were defining movemes was tacitly made. In this paper we show with examples from real data that such an assumption may not hold in practice and we explain the reason. We thus propose a way to establish when real data (seen as signals in time) can allow the definition of a set of movemes. To this regard we introduce the definition of well-posed sets of signals, and we show how such a definition can be checked in practice. Experiments on drawing data are reported.
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The following section addresses the same classification problem in a more general situation in which
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Well-posedness
As the previous section highlighted, the basic requirement for solving the classification problem is the one of having non intersecting sets in parameter space characterizing the sets of dynamical models
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Experiments
To test our approach, we studied a 2D drawing task in which a set of shapes were drawn by five different subjects using a computer mouse.
Experimental setup
Our subjects drew using the XPaint program on a PC running Red Hat Linux 7.2 with a screen measuring 6 6 & 6 6 pixels and a working window of position of the pointer everywhere on the screen at the rate of 6 6 Hz and a spatial resolution of one pixel. The time interval between one sample and the following one turned out to be mostly constant except for slight variations every once in a while due to higher priority of other processes. In order to have constant sampling time the data was processed through an algorithm that linearly interpolates data in the regions in which the time interval is not exactly 10 ms. Pixelization of the coordinates does not heavily affect the data since the trajectories under study are usually more than 50 pixels long.
We defined 4 different drawings by means of prototypes: car, sun, ship, and house. Each of the 5 subjects was shown the prototypes and was asked to reproduce them on a pixel canvas; the dimensions of each drawing could be chosen arbitrarily according to the ones with which the user was more comfortable, the only specification was to reproduce the prototypes with as high fidelity as possible in a reasonable amount of time. Some of the data captured is shown in Figure 2 . Each subject drew 10-20 examples for each shape. In order to accomplish each drawing task the user had to perform a sequence of actions such as "reach a point A" and "draw a line up to point B". These actions are the ones that we will consider as candidates for being elementary motions and then defining a pair of movemes. Thus we check if reach and draw actions define a well posed pair of movemes according to Definition 2.3.
Classification
We start from the hypothesis that "draws", which are straight lines traced with a specific intention (like drawing a side of the house), and "reaches", which happen with the intention of shifting fast the equilibrium position, define a well-posed pair of movemes. We segmented out by hand a set of straight draws from houses and cars drawn by 2 of the subjects. Reach examples were obtained from a special experiment session in which the users had to point and click at random buttons appearing on a pixels window during a simple video game implemented in MATLAB 6.0.
We considered several discrete time dynamical models for representing the reach and draw signals, starting from a first order, By proceeding with standard pattern recognition techniques (see [1] for example), we trained a Gaussian classifier for the parameters derived from the 140 examples per class (training set) for each one of the model classes proposed, and obtained the best results for the second order for 
For such a model we obtained
training error, and we tested the generalization properties of the resulting classifier on a test set of 323 additional reach examples (obtained from the MATLAB videogame) and 118 additional draw examples obtained from the drawings of other two subjects (different from the ones used for the training set) and obtained
test error. Figure 3 (left) represents the projection of the parameters belonging to the training set (living in ) on the first two Fisher linear discriminants [1] and typical velocity profiles for the draw and reach trajectories. We let , we have to check that situation depicted in Figure 1 does not happen. To check this, we find candidate constraints which can describe reach and draw trajectories, so that we may apply Lemma 2. ), and we see clearly that they can be both reach and draw parameters. We have a situation analogous to the one reported in Figure 1 , where the light sets are r f % and r f # and the dark set is made up by elements like the diamonds in Figure 3 (left). Thus there exist parameters that generate trajectories satisfying both draw and reach constraints whose class is undecidable. As an extreme example of this, we show in Figure 3 (center) the shape of a house that has been artificially generated by parameters lying in the region in between the clusters of Figure 3 (left) , which the classifier classifies as reaches.
This happens because the dynamical parameters associated to draw trajectories are task dependent, and in some cases they correspond to straight trajectories with bell shaped velocity profiles (as it happens in the rays of the sun). We show these differences in Figure 4 , where we report the draw parameters when a user draws straight lines between two points (as it hap- pens in the draws of the house, ship, car), or a line trying to trace an already existing line, or just a line with no constraints (as it happens in the rays of the suns). We decide therefore to use three classes instead of one for the draw: we call them targeting, tracing, and free motion respectively.
From Figure 4 we see that there is an evident overlapping of the parameter sets of the reach class and free motion class. Therefore we exclude from the panorama the free motion class, and show that the draw class, seen as union of the tracing and targeting motions, can be described in terms of constraints (8) is infeasible. Driven by the characteristics of the velocity profiles of the targeting and tracing draw (almost constant velocity) and reach (bell shaped velocity profile), as shown in Figure 3 (right), we define the following constraints. The reach trajectories should be characterized by a certain acceleration peak, and the draw trajectories should be characterized by a small velocity. We then rewrite these constraints in the form of Lemma 2.3 as
